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 This update is currently available in Morocco. Your Dacia Navigator comes with 36 months or 36,000 free map updates  . Remote immobiliser The Remote Immobiliser is standard equipment on all models and allows you to activate your vehicle remotely even if your keys are outside of the vehicle. As a safety measure, the vehicle will only start with the correct remote code. Electric windows Electric
windows are standard equipment. A "Fashion" package option for the front windows (and optionally on the side windows) is also available, offering a more fashionable look. LED lighting LED lighting is standard equipment on Dacia Navigator, Duster and Sandero. LED headlamps are available as an optional extra on Dacia Duster, and is standard equipment on the Dacia Sandero and Dacia Sandero

6x6. Safety and security Siri Eyesight Siri Eyesight is standard equipment on all Dacia Navigator models. This service is compatible with the iPhone 4S and newer, Android phones and tablet devices. Smarter Cruise Control Smarter Cruise Control is a safety feature that automatically calculates the distance to the vehicle in front and automatically adjusts your speed. It can be used with high speed
vehicles or when the driver needs to concentrate on other tasks. Safety systems Pre-Collision Braking System Pre-Collision Braking System (PCB) is standard equipment on all Dacia Navigator models. It is an automatic emergency braking system. The vehicle detects any possible danger ahead and brakes automatically, minimising impact and injury. The system is compatible with the iPhone 4S and
newer, Android phones and tablet devices. Back-Up Braking System Back-Up Braking System is standard equipment on all Dacia Navigator models. When the driver pulls back on the brake pedal, the Navigator will not be activated until the driver releases the brake pedal and moves his/her foot away from the brake pedal. This prevents the vehicle from rolling backwards if the driver's foot is still on

the brake pedal. Rear View System Rear View System is standard equipment on all Dacia Navigator models. When you are reversing out of a parking space, the rear camera will show you a display of what's behind the vehicle in reverse, allowing you to easily see any obstacles or debris which could pose a danger if you try to back out 520fdb1ae7
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